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The smallest single crater on Venus is only about 2 krn in diameter (I), even though various models suggest 
that much larger objects should disrupt, decelerate, and disperse (2). Moreover, inversion of Tunguska-like blast 
limit dimensions indicate that the largest objects failing to reach the surface without catastrophic failure approach 4 
km (3). The contrast between limiting sizes of "survivors" and "blasters" suggests that atmospheric entry may affect 
different types of objects differently. An important clue for resolving this paradox can be found in laboratory 
experiments documenting the dispersal and deceleration of hypervelocity debris clouds during atmospheric entry (3, 
4). Such experiments and theoretical considerations reveal that interacting shocks act to collimate (rather than 
disperse) fragments below a critical size, which depends on the lateral velocity and atmospheric density. Schlieren 
imaging using the NASA-Ames Vertical Gun reveals that smaller fragments "surf" the inner shock front, and the 
entire debris cloud reshapes to a needle-shape form, thereby reducing deceleration by minimizing the drag coefficient. 
These results have significance not only for surviving entry to low altitudes but also for atmospheric escape of high- 
speed ejecta and siblings following low-angle impacts. 

Laboratory Experiments: Hypervelocity debris clouds were produced by passing intact pyrex or aluminum 
spheres through thin mylar or aluminum sheets, respectively (5). Spall velocities spread the resulting fragments 
into a cluster that expands with time. Under low atmospheric densities, fragments dispersed due to interacting bow 
shocks as described in (2); however, under high densities (air at one bar) the fragments became tightly collimated 
with little deceleration (3,4). Wimess plates placed at various distances along the trajectory document the pattern, 
but Schlieren imaging allows witnessing the process. Schlieren imaging uses collimated light focused on a knife 
edge to reveal subtle variations in atmospheric density. A short duration flash freezes the image on film. The large 
impact chamber and side-viewing ports at the NASA-Arnes Vertical Gun are ideal for this approach. Effects of 
ionization and impact flash preclude use at very high velocities (M-> lo), but comparison of dispersal patterns on 
wimess plates up to M = 20 establish the similarity of the process over a wide range of velocities. 

Figure l a  provides reference for the shock pattern around a single projectile just before impact under 1 bar 
atmospheric pressure (air). Figure l b  reveals the separate mach cones around individual fragments under an 
atmosphere pressure of 0.125 bars. Because schlieren imaging projects three dimensions onto a two-dimensional 
plane, overlapping mach cones do not necessarily represent interactions. Figure lb  reveals the effect of differential 
drag acting on different size fragments with larger mach angles documenting lower velocities. At one bar pressure 
(air), however, individual fragments are contained within a mach cone generated by a leading cluster (Fig. lc). 
Differential pressure along the gradient within the boundary shock force individual fragments inwards toward the 
lower density wake, i.e., they "surf' the mach cone. 

Wimess plates demonstrate that the same process occurs at M = 18 while high-frame rate photography reveals 
that the leading front of the debris cloud undergoes little deceleration over the 2 m path length (see 5). Different 
combinations of ambient pressures, densities, and sound speeds (e.g., use of a helium atmosphere) reveal that the 
dispersal pattern of the projectile during disruption is not affected by the pressure differential at the break-up 
diaphragm situated between the evacuated launch tube and impact chamber. 

Collirnation within a mach cone also occurs for high-speed ejecta and ricochet debris after impact. Such a process 
was previously inferred from the contradiction between theory and experiments (6). Theory predicted that drag 
deceleration should prevent sufficiently small ejecta fkom escaping the cavity, whereas experiments demonstrated that 
this process was defeated by ballistic shadowing. Schlieren imaging documents this process (Fig. 2). Again a key 
requirement is that lateral dispersion velocity is small relative to the translational velocity. 

Modeling the Process: Containment by the mach surface can be modeled by balancing forces along the 
pressure gradient across the shock front. Figure 3 illustrates the results for three different planetary environments 
using the ambient surface pressure for reference. A fragment will escape if the outward force (due to its lateral 
velocity and diameter relative to the bow shock thickness) exceed the pressure barrier created by the shock boundary, 
i.e., below the relevant curve. Conditions leading to collimation, therefore, depend on the style of failure and 
fragment size. Catastrophic disruption resulting in numerous small fragments and high dispersion velocities will 
escape into ambient conditions outside the mach cone (actually a column at hypervelocities). Non-catastrophic 
disruption or dispersal of a weak brecciated or regolith-covered object should result in collimation. For example, a 
bow shock thickness of 100 m (10% of the leading mass) will retain smaller fragments provided that the dispersal 
velocity due to disruption is less than 33 mls (Mars), 0.44 km/s (Earth), or 4.5 krnls (Venus) if disruption occurs 
just above the surface. In reality, a weak object will begin to fail at a high altitude during entry (e.g., comparable to 
Martian surface conditions) and undergo successive failure as it penetrates to lower altitudes. Collimation of smaller 
fragments reshapes the debris cloud, thereby further reducing drag (i.e., pressure forces and deceleration). 

Implications: High-velocity natural objects may be able to penetrate dense atmospheres to greater depths than 
previously expected if they undergo disruption at altitude before developing large dispersal velocities generated by 
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high dynamic pressures. This process allows smaller dmupted objects to reach the surface at velocities much higher 
than allowed simply by deceleration of rigid bodies. When the effective density of the debris clod approaches the 
compressed abnospheaic density at lower altihxles, however, catastrophic deceleration should occur. Conversely, this 
process provides a mechanism by which high-speed ejecta can escape a dense atmosphere with minimal deceleration 
and without the need for wholesale atmospheric blow-off. Ricocheted debris and ejecta streams created by lower 
angle impacts provide escape routes for subsequent ejecta, perhaps contributing to ray-like patterns of impact glass 
and tektites on Earth. 
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